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As we look back for hints of lasting trends resulting from the pandemic, the
phrase hindsight is 2020 will never have quite the same meaning in the
future as it has in the past. In the aftermath of crisis positive changes can
emerge.  We know the pandemic did not affect everyone, or every business,
the same way.  The extent of impact will not be known for some time yet, but
over the past year we have seen many in our community step up to help
others, and they have made a difference.  My hope is that the support local
businesses have provided for other businesses will continue.  Local
governments, individuals, and organizations have all accepted the
responsibility and the privilege to ensure other members of the community of
Cumberland have the support they need to survive this trying time and to
have the opportunity to flourish.   

LEADERSHIP MESSAGE
Susan McIsaac
Chair, Board of Directors
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That spirit of collaboration and connection is the essence of the Cumberland Business Connector. 
 It is how we started and why we continue to exist.  Reflecting on what this means for the future, it
is important to understand and heed the lessons of the past, but even more important to look
ahead.  We need confidence, ambition, and hope.  We need big dreams, focused execution and the
continued support from our business community.  



Jonathan McClelland 
Chief Executive Officer 

The past 18 months has been a time of crisis.  In January, 2020 the
forestry sector in Nova Scotia lost its largest market.  In March
2020, the COVID pandemic arrived. Most business owners and
service providers are tired, and some promising initiatives have
had to be postponed.

With the many challenges that we have faced, it is easy to overlook
what went well.  A workforce attraction program has been
launched, Melissa Mills has joined us to scale up the Cumberland
Business Accelerator pilot program, and many relevant workshops
have been hosted for business owners and entrepreneurs. 
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Within the Cumberland Region, teamwork and collaboration are stronger than ever.   All
three municipalities in the Cumberland Region and the Cumberland Business Connector
have developed a Joint Community Economic Development Strategy to guide the region for
the next 5 years. 

The Cumberland Forestry Advisory Committee (CFAC) has been formed. It has developed,
and is implementing the Future of Forestry in Cumberland County strategic plan.
 
Early on in the COVID crisis, the Business Connector took the lead in compiling and
updating a summary of Federal and Provincial supports for businesses.  The Amherst and
Area Chamber of Commerce and municipal staff distributed this information to their
members and contacts.  Other examples of collaboration include the “Mind Your Business
Cumberland” workshop series, as well as shop local initiatives.

Across Nova Scotia collaboration is also strong.  We have worked closely with the six
Regional Enterprise Networks (REN’s) sharing resources and best practices.  We have been
a member of the Nova Scotia Business and Labour Economic Coalition which has weekly
conversations with senior provincial staff and federal representatives.

One area where collaboration needs to be improved is inter-provincial relationships.  The
shutdown of the border and lack of co-ordination between Nova Scotia and New Brunswick
has led to increasing barriers to business success.  Inefficiencies have increased in supply
chains, there have been difficulties for workers crossing the border, retail businesses have
lost long-term customers, and families have been separated for long periods of time. 

It will take time to mitigate the significant damage to our economy from the past year.  We
will continue to work with local businesses as they reopen, digitalize, or otherwise adapt.



In 2014 the report title “Now or Never, An Urgent Call to Action for Nova Scotians” also known as “The Ivany
Report” was released. Shortly after that, a small group of business people in Cumberland County started
meeting to discuss how collectively we could take up the challenge of the Ivany Report. This report challenged
business to step up and make a significant, lasting different to their local economy for the benefit of all. 

With the encouragement of the municipalities within the Cumberland Region, public consultation sessions
were held, priorities were identified, and then narrowed down to three pillars. The Cumberland Business
Connector Society was formed with the objective of connecting with, supporting and influencing local
businesses, youth and all levels of government to grow our economy and thereby strengthen our community.
Shortly thereafter the Cumberland Business Connector welcomed their inaugural CEO, Jonathan McClelland. 

Since then the Cumberland Business Connector has been busy building relationships with businesses, industry
associations, and our economic development partners at the Municipal, Provincial and Federal level. To
effectively strengthen our economy requires teamwork and collaboration between businesses and
government. This need has never been greater than with the impacts of COVID 19 on our local and global
economies. We are a business-led organization that is primarily funded by our local municipalities and the
Province of Nova Scotia. 

ABOUT THE CONNECTOR
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FOURTH YEAR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
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Accelerated Market Readiness (AMR) Program 
In June 2020, we launched the Accelerated Market Readiness (AMR) Program in collaboration with
the Truro & Colchester Partnership for Economic Prosperity and Atlantic Canada Opportunities
Agency. AMR consultants met with 24 tourism and tourism-related operators in the fall of 2020. This
project provided one-on-one tourism planning and advice to tourism operators and identified
broader training and supports to help the sector bounce back from COVID-19. The consultants
identified common needs across the operators and next steps.  This lead to the Tourism Sector
Symposium in March 2021. 

Tourism Sector Symposium 

On March 24th we held a Tourism Sector Symposium in collaboration with the Truro & Colchester
Partnership for Economic Prosperity. This half day symposium was a chance for operators to participate

in an open discussion with other tourism operators on the challenges and changes the sector has faced.  
We had a packed agenda for the morning, including an update on the launch of the Cumberland Joint

Tourism initiative and an industry analysis from m5 communications. 

Mind Your Business – Cumberland Workshop Series 
In partnership with the Amherst & Area Chamber of Commerce, CBDC Cumberland, Town of
Amherst, Town of Oxford, and the Municipality of Cumberland, we launched the Mind Your Business
Workshop series in October 2020. The Mind Your Business Workshop Series is a chance for our local
business owners to expand their knowledge on many different topics to help improve their business
and accelerate growth. 

Municipal Elections
This past year the Municipalities located in the Cumberland region held their elections. In order to

represent and be the voice of businesses, the Cumberland Business Connector and Amherst & Area
Chamber of Commerce engaged with Municipal candidates by sending questions to gain an

understanding for how they planned to address the challenges our local business community face.
Once answers were received, we shared these online and with our email list. 
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Mind Your Business

workshops

January - March
mind your business

workshops

october - november

12

invited NSCC BA
Students in Year 2 to

attend Find Your
Dream Customers

11 operators
from

Cumberland
attended

Tourism

Sector

Symposium
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Workshop Impact Map
for 2020-2021 fiscal year 

Great webinar, I learned a few things that will be helpful -
participant of Social Selling Reinvented

Great format & delivery - participant of Immigration Panel

I was very impressed with this presentation! It really reinforced some of the learning we did
in Strategic Internet Marketing - NSCC Student about Find Your Dream Customers

Thank you for the wonderful presentation! I found it very informative and helpful for future
endeavors - NSCC Student about Find Your Dream Customers

Excellent workshop, the facilitator was great! - participant of Recruitment 101

It was wonderful to once again have a meeting where you were able to meet other tourism
businesses in your area and to find out what they offered. Learned about many new businesses
and tourism sectors that I was not aware of in the Cumberland /Colchester area - participant of

Tourism Sector Symposium 

Thank you for hosting this workshop, it is wonderful to be able to learn more about accounting for
free. - participant of Show Me The Money Workshops

attendees

attendees



FOURTH YEAR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
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Cumberland Business Challenge 
This past year we launched the 2nd annual Cumberland Business Challenge. During the times of
COVID-19 and the struggle to open a new business, we were pleased to still have people interested
and apply. We hosted two workshops over the month of January on business plan development for
those participating in the challenge. Winners have been working with our Business Development
Officer to finalize plans and create a solid foundation for their businesses.

NSCC Business Administration Students
In February, our staff presented to the NSCC Business Administration Entrepreneurship Class to
provide them with information on who the Cumberland Business Connector is and what we do to

support entrepreneurs in the area. In March we hosted a workshop on how to Find Your Dream
Customers Online as part of the Mind Your Business Workshop Series. We invited the

Entrepreneurship class to this one-hour session. 

Communications
Over this past year we have continued our efforts to improve our communication externally and
internally. A communications committee has been formed, comprised of board members and
Connector staff. This committee has developed a Communication Strategy that has been
implemented to raise awareness of the Cumberland Business Connector in our local area and increase
our membership. 

Covid-19 Supports
This past year has been hard for our local business community. With lockdowns and restrictions,

many have been forced to close or significantly reduce their capacity to operate. We have created
summaries of current supports and programs available for businesses, updating these as programs

changed. We have continued to advocate to our Provincial Government on proposed changes to
programs to better serve our businesses.  We have also advocated to both the Nova Scotia and New

Brunswick governments on the need to establish a Cumberland – Westmorland bubble. 

Supporting our Youth
We have been working on supporting our youth and have been creating resources for them to utilize.
A student resources portal has been created on our website
https://www.cumberlandbusinessconnector.ca/studentresources.html. On this portal we have
included information on local career opportunities, post-secondary opportunities in and close to
Cumberland, information on how to start your own business, and additional resource links. 





FOURTH YEAR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
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Business Videos (Business Spotlight)
Nova Social Media and Marketing has continued to produce short videos for us of our local business
community. Three new videos have been completed. These videos are to inform our youth and the
general public about the variety of skilled careers that are available in this region and attract other
people to relocate to Amherst, Oxford and Cumberland County.  On average, each video reached 20 –
40,000 people. These videos are one additional tool to be used in workforce attraction and retention.
We have created a page on our website that links to all these videos under business spotlight:
https://www.cumberlandbusinessconnector.ca/business-spotlight.html

Joint Community Economic Development Strategy
Municipal Economic Development Staff and the Connector worked together to draft the first Joint
Community Economic Development Strategy for the entire region.  This 5-year strategy aligns the

work of all 3 municipalities and the Connector.  The respective organizations will have their own
areas of focus and accountability, but will be working towards common goals.

Forestry
Along with Athol Forestry Co-operative, area MLA’s and other interested parties, the Cumberland
Business Connector supported the effort to bring together the forestry sector in Cumberland County
to address the sector’s challenges.  The Cumberland Forestry Advisory Committee (CFAC) has been
formed and has developed the Future of Forestry in Cumberland County strategic plan.  A number of
the priorities identified in this strategic plan have already been implemented, some of which is
provincial in scope and others are more local in scope.  The CFAC is active and is continuing to move
forward in implementing this plan. 
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"We were able to accelerate our networking
opportunities through custom tailored business

connections, and that was crucial during the
pandemic.” - Trider's



BUSINESS ACCELERATOR PROGRAM

There have been 4 new positions created and filled at 2 different accelerator businesses
(3 positions and 1 position respectively), with 1 more position/hire in the works at a 3rd
accelerator business. Two of these positions were supported by ACOA funding.
Four accelerator businesses increased their market reach by implementing online selling
platforms, as well as pick-up and delivery options.
Due to a late spring COVID-19 lockdown, a food & beverage/ tourism accelerator
business was at risk of closing their doors, but was able to "pivot" and ride out the
lockdown while mitigating their losses.
An Enterprise Management System + CRM Pilot Project was launched with participation
from 6 accelerator clients and has already resulted in waste and error reductions, faster
accounts receivable collections, administrative burden relief, market expansion, product
line extensions and new market penetration. 

The Cumberland Business Connector's Accelerator Program began as a pre-pandemic pilot
project, designed to offer resources and support to small and medium-sized Cumberland
County businesses with high-growth potential. The pilot supported six regional businesses
to strategically review their businesses, assess for gaps and opportunities, and actively work
towards scalable economic growth, however the pilot was significantly impacted by the
COVID-19 pandemic; priorities shifted as businesses required support pivoting from growth
strategies to survival mode. Despite these external challenges, the project was successful in
fostering growth, even in a time of crisis, and generated significant value for the
participating businesses. 

Given the positive response, a formal program commenced in January 2021. The first intake
included the previous 6 businesses from the pilot and 6 additional businesses who were new
to the program, with plans to open up another intake at the 6 month mark (July 2021).
Currently the program has clients benefiting from support ranging from identifying and
putting out immediate "fires" through analysis and tactical recommendations, to training and
networking, and long term strategic and succession planning. The intention, as the world
continues to endure the COVID-19 pandemic, is to support program participants through
their various stages of need, regularly reassessing at critical junctures to determine whether
there is value for the business in continuing with the program, or if there is evidence to
indicate that the business is ready to "graduate". 

Immediate wins since Jan 2021 include:
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The Towns of Amherst & Oxford, the Municipality of Cumberland County, and the
Cumberland Business Connector developed a collaborative Community Economic
Development Strategy. The Community Economic Development Strategy recognizes
the importance of healthy residents and a strong economy in order to be a sustainable
region. Creating community well-being and pride in our communities, supporting a job
ready workforce, providing quality community infrastructure and creating economic
opportunities play a key role in attracting new people, new investment and a healthier
demographic. 

This strategy focuses on four pillars: Economy, Population, Quality of Life and
Community Capacity. These four pillars are closely inter-related. The work of the
Cumberland Business Connector is primarily focused on the first pillar, the Economy. 
Opportunities are identified, including tourism, natural resources, renewable energy,
immigration and business parks. Working together to enhance these resources will
have a positive impact on business retention and expansion, population growth and a
higher quality of life for citizens.

Collaborating and combining our resources is critical in order to strengthen the
Cumberland region and develop a thriving region open for business. This strategy
addresses implementation by identifying which organization will lead or support each
specific objective. 

COLLABORATION IN CUMBERLAND
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The world of business is always changing, adapting to those changes sometimes can be
challenging when you are looping your business. Cumberland Business Connector and their
staff has painted a line on the floor for Benjamin Heating Products. Giving us tools to follow

that line and is guiding us out of that loop. - Ken Brunt 



STRATEGIC PRIORITIES 
FOR 2021-22
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Push to keep our provincial border open to New Brunswick to allow the unimpeded flow of goods,
services and people. This is needed to increase sales for our retail businesses, while improving
productivity and profitability for all business sectors.
Advocate for the reopening of Exit 1 to bring more traffic to the downtown area of Amherst and from
there to the rest of Cumberland County.
Bring concerns or opportunities identified by businesses to the attention of the relevant level of
government.

Continue to help businesses that have been impacted by COVID. This will change as the
circumstances change.
Continue to enroll businesses with high growth potential in the Cumberland Business Accelerator
program.
Assist businesses digitalize their operations and processes in order to support eCommerce,
production management, inventory, management reporting, accounting, billing, human resources
management, tax calculation, sales tools, payroll accounting, analytics, purchase management, client
relationship management, warehousing, inventory and logistics in a more efficient way.
Maintain an up-to-date Business Directory for all businesses in the Cumberland Region
Continue to work with our partners to deliver the “Mind Your Business Cumberland” workshops.
Support tourism-related businesses through:

the Accelerated Market Readiness Project
creating Digital Footprints of these businesses
monthly coffee chats with the tourism sector

Work with natural resource industries to identify new opportunities for forestry, agriculture and
fisheries sectors.

Continue with our workforce attraction program, “Downgrade to Better” to attract younger workers by
highlighting our quality of life and work/life balance.
 Resume our business-school liaison work as soon as COVID rules permit us to. This includes:

Career fairs
Continue with the Youth Entrepreneurship Challenge
Facilitate on the job experience with O2 and other school programs
Continue to add content to our Student Resources page on our website

Continue to develop business videos that highlight the variety of careers in the Cumberland Region
Expand our immigration support to local businesses by hiring a part-time special projects lead with
expertise in this area. 

Connecting businesses with the resources that they need to be successful is more important than ever. 
 Through this upcoming year we will focus on our core mandate:

On Advocating for Businesses we will continue to:

On Supporting Existing Business we will:

On Developing a Job-Ready Workforce we will:





BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Andrew Cameron
Vice President,
Northumberland Properties

David Hoffman
Co-Chief Executive Officer,
Oxford Frozen Foods Limited

Lacey Fisher
Owner & Broker,

RE/MAX County Line Realty Ltd

David McNarin
Partner,

Hicks LeMoine
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Mary McPhee
Independent Consultant

Don McCormack
Principal,
NSCC Cumberland

Michael Stack
Chief Executive Officer,

Archway Insurance

Kevin Toth
President,

Fox Harb'r Resort
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OUR TEAM
Melissa Mills - Business Development Officer: Melissa is known for her ability to
mindfully build up communities and the people, businesses and sectors within
them. She takes great pride in helping others live their passions and achieve their
goals through a conscientious and compassionate approach that aligns with her
strong environmental, social & cultural values. In doing so, she thrives on
encouraging the best possible outcomes for all by creating and enhancing
collective value. A future-oriented, output & outcome driven professional, with
strong strategic problem-solving capabilities, enhanced by a B. Comm (Marketing
& International Business) and MScBA (Strategy & Development) to her name,
Melissa is well equipped with the tools to facilitate, create and execute mindfully
designed, actionable strategies. Her passion, energy, and positivity compliment
her relationship building and capabilities, and her eclectic experience allows her
to understand, and empathize with, the unique needs of diverse clientele. Melissa
truly loves what she does; collaboration with others never ceases to energize and
excite her. Helping people discover and live their "why", and adapt, evolve, and
pivot in rapidly changing environments fuels her to continue down this path.

Matthew Berrigan - Regional Manager, Northern Connector Program: Matthew
has an extensive background connecting recent graduates, international students
and immigrants with local leaders in their field. He continues this work in
Cumberland, Colchester, and Pictou counties. He helps newcomers connect with
the right people and successfully integrate into our community.  Matthew is an
Acadia graduate with experience in coordinating and engaging with the surrounding
community.

Emily Haynes - Communications & Projects Lead: Emily joined the Connector in
2019 as a recent graduate of NSCC with her BA Diploma. Emily enjoys learning
and is always looking for ways to expand her knowledge. The Connector has
brought forward many learning opportunities for Emily and has continuously
supported her in her growth, both in a professional and personal sense. Since
joining as a Research Assistant, her role has changed to Communications &
Projects Lead. This role allows Emily to focus on the things she is more
passionate about; leading youth entrepreneurship initiatives, developing and
implementing solution-based projects to improve economic growth, and
coordinating learning opportunities for entrepreneurs, business owners, and their
staff throughout the region. In her spare time, Emily is working towards her B.
Mgmt. (Human Resources Management) with Athabasca University.
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